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Kodak Scanners help Trusted Hub Limited comply documents for Singapore
Government
Trusted Hub Limited is a member of the Singapore Technologies Group. The company provides
managed services in the secure creation, storage and management of trusted electronic document.
Trusted Hub services are based on stringent legal and control frameworks. This helps ensure that the
electronic document created and stored with Trusted Hub complies with the Evidence Act (EA) and the
Electronic Transactions Act (ETA) enacted by the Singapore Government.
Trusted Hub’s services enable organizations to:
Establish, handle and store legally recognizable electronic documents in a Trusted and Secure
manner, by working with in-house systems. At the end of the workflow, the electronic
documentation is archived in Trusted Hub’s Secure Electronic Vault in compliance with ETA
requirements.
Convert existing physical documentation into legally recognizable electronic documentation and
have them stored in compliance with the EA. Once the documentation is converted into electronic
form, access can be carried out online.
Outsource internal imaging to achieve imaging efficiencies and accuracy and have the images
and indexes transmitted back to internal systems to kick-start their e-workflow. This mode of
outsourcing increases the throughput of the internal workflow and also eliminates the need to
store physical documentation after the creation of the legally recognizable electronic image.
Why Trusted Hub Choose Kodak Scanners
To-date, Trusted Hub has deployed multiple units of Kodak i260 scanners and a few units of the
mid-range scanners. According to Mark Lim, Head of Operations, “Kodak i260 scanner was
selected among the various brand and model based on its design and straight paper path which
greatly reduces the occurrence of double feed or paper jam”. “This helps in the increase in
scanning productivity and reduces the overall cost of production scanning” says Mark.
“With an increase in the number of enterprises realising the benefits and power that come with
electronic paper that are scanned and processed in high quality, we see a tremendous potential
in the imaging industry. As one of the largest imaging service provider in Singapore, we need to
work with a progressive vendor that has a good range of scanners that can cater to our evolving
needs. Kodak fits this role well,” said Bryan Wong – President of Trusted Hub.
With both the i250 (simplex) and i260 (duplex) models, you get Kodak exclusive Perfect Page
Scanning. This suite of built-in technologies automatically makes colour, grayscale and bitonal
scans incredibly clear, for excellent readability - by people and OCR software alike.
With the help from Kodak Scanners, Trusted Hub helps companies transform information from
both paper and electronic forms to one singular legally recognizable electronic output. This offers
a form of business continuity and recovery, in the event of unforeseen disasters.
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